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ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF THE X-RAY RAMAN SCATTERING INTENSITY PROM POLYCRYSTALS 
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It is shown that the existing discrepancy in the anglular dependence 
of the X-ray Raman scattering intensity from polycrystals, which results 
from calculations in the dipole approximation and from calculations 
which take the electromagnetic interaction completely into account, is 
due to the way the polycrystalline limit is considered. An application 
to Be-polycrystals is also presented. 

The inelastic scattering "of X-rays with 

light elements (Li,Be,C,B)and their compounds 

res%ilts among others and in observable spectra 

which are related to excitations of the valence 

electmon or/and to excitations of localized in- 

nez~-shell electrons. Large momentum transfers 

during the sc~Zteming result in the excitation 

of the v-d/en<5 = and core electl-ons with high ki- 

netic energy and this type of scattering is the 

well known Compton scattering I-2. For small 

momentum transfers the scattering process favors 

the excitaZlon of inner shell (localized) ele- 

ctrens into states with energies near the Fermi 

energy. The later type of scattering is known 
3-4 

as X-ray Raman scattering The mathematical 

expression for an X-Ray Raman scattering to 

take place is: 

a ~- 4~a % 
- ~ sin T "~ 1 (1) 

where a is the radius of the orbit of the core 

electron, P is the magnitude of the momentum 

transfer vector, ~ is the scattering angle, and 

k is the wave length of the incident radiation 

which in addition has to be of frequency ~ such 

as hv >>E where E is the binding energy of 
o o 

the core electron. 

The quantum-mechanical theory of the X-Ray 

Raman scattering has been given in a work by 

2]3 

Miz~no and Ohmura. Mizuno and Ohmura 3 (to be 

referred as MO) employed the dipole approximation 

and obtained the following angular dependence of 

the scattering intensity, RMO , in the case of 

polycrystals: 

R'MO . 2 % 
- ~ sln (2) 

RMO l+cos2% 2 

A few year, later, Babuskin 5-6 generalizing the 

work of MO introduced hydrogenic type of wave 

functions in order to describe the K-shell ele- 

ctrons and worked out the general case without 

restricting to the dipole approximation. Babus- 

k~n's result for the scattering intensity, ~ 

f-rom pol~.~g&tals has the following dependence 

on the scal-t=_ring angle: 

(3) l~cos2.~ (!+si~ 2 ~)~ 

Thus Babuskin concluded that the angular de- 

pendence of the scattering intensity upon the 

scattering angle has a Compton like profile 

with finite amplitude at ~=0, in contrary to MO 

result. 

On the other hand the experimentally ob- 

tained intensity profiles exhibit a behaviour 

which supports the results of MO for small seat- 

tering ~ngles. However for bigger scattering 

angles the experimental results decline appre- 
7-11 ciably from the predictions of MO theory 
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It was then suggested that ag~eement~etween 

theory and experiment may be achieved if terms 

higher thmn the dipole approximation term could 

be included in the theory of M0. 

These discrepancies between the existing 

theories ~nd the lack of a satisfactory des- 

cription of the experimental data, have incite 

us to review this problem in the present work. 

In the next paragraphs we describe the basic 

reason for the existing differences between 

the two theoretical approximations to the X- 

-ray Raman spectra, i.e., the difference 

between the theory which takes into account 

the electromagnetic interaction completely 

and the theory which considers the electromagne- 

tic interaction in the dipole approximation. 

Finally we will present the results from an appli- 

cation on Be polycrystals. 

The riWnt hand side of eqn.(2) and (3) 

results from the dependence of the modulus square 

of the %-r~nsition probability amplitude, 

<f!V'li> , upon the scattering angle. By ~f~ 

and [i> we denote~ respectively, the final 

and the initial states of the electrons which 

undergo the transition due to a perturbation 

V' induce@ by the electromagnetic field. Keeping 

only the t~erm of this perturbation which 

depends on the square of the electromagnetic 

vector potential A , it can be sho~ that, 

within a constant, the scattering intensity R' 

is: 

R' : (i+cos29) <fl ei~'~li> I 2 (4) 

from which we define the following angular 

scattering profile: 

R' I [  I 2 (5) R = 2 - ¢ ,el ~'~ , i> 
l+cos 9 

is the momentum transfer vector, i.e., 

: ~-~o (6) 

where ~, ~o are the wave vectors of the inci- 

dent and scattered radiation respectively. Since 

[~I ~ [Po~ the absolute value of the transfer 

momentum vector takes the form 

o 
P : 2PoSin- ~ : 2 --Sine --2 (7) 

where m is the frequency of the incident ra- 
o 

diation and c is the velocity of light. 
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The dipole approximation to eqn.(5) con- 

s~sts of replacing <flexp(i ~)li>by its 

firSt non-vanishing term which is <fIi~.~I i> 

under the condition <f[i b = 0. 

Bahuskin 8 worked with the complete expres- 

sion given by eqn.~5). He employed an OPW 

function for the final state of the scattered 

elec~on and he used a hydrogenic function in 

order to describe the local K-shell electron 

which umdergoes the scattering. His result (eqn. 

(12) of reference 6) is applicable in the cases 

of perfec= crystalline samples and it should be 

pointed out that this result predicts a zero 

transition probability amplitude for any final 

electron state if the momentum transfer vector 

is zero. In other words Babuskin's result 

predicts zero Raman scattering intensity at 

zero scattering angle for any final electron 

state. However after averaging over all pos- 

sible ~inal states Babuskin obtained 6 an inten- 

sity profile which exhibits finite scattering 

intensity at zero scattering angle and Which 

holds true in the polyerystalline limit. 
8 . 

On the other hand, Nizuno and Ohmura in 

order to derive an expression for the scatte- 

ring intensity in the polycrystalline limit 

(~nd in the dipole approximation) argued that 

this limit may be obtained by averaging a 

D-independent matrix element T, namely the 

matrix element 

f 
mzoecupied 

where ~ is the dipole operator, ef and ~ are the 

eigenenergies of the final and initial state 

respectively. 

It should be noted, however, that in the 

case where we:are not restricted to the dipole 

approximation the averaging over all possible 

final states is mostly associated with the avera- 

ging of the direction between the momentum trans- 

fer vector ~ and the electron momentum vector 

(of the firal state), a situation which is avoided 

in the di_~c~e approximation of NO. Thus on the 

one hand the procedure of Me 3 or equivalently the 

dipole approximation is equivalent of averaging 

firstly the direction between ~ and ~ and then 
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calculate the transition probability amplitude, 

On the other hand in Babuskin's procedure, or 

equivalently in The case where the electroma- 

gnetic interaction is taken completely into 

account, the transition probability amplitude is 

calculated firstly and then.this is averaged 

over all possible final states. 

The Two averaging procedures are not equi- 

valent and this becomes clear if both averaging 

schemes are applied in Babuskin's result(eqn(12) 

of reference 6). 

In the present work we employed the Hartree- 

-Fock atomic states to describe the initial sta ~ 

tes of the core electrons. Linear combinations 

of Gaussian functions were used with coefficients 

obtained from the solution of the Hartree Fock 

Hamiltonian of the free atom 12. Thus our initial 

state I i> is: 

l i> =Pnlm(~)=(~ Cnp gnp (r)) YIm(D,~) (g) 

where Cnp are numerical coefficients and __gnp(r) 

are gaussian functions. The final state is as- 

sumed to be a free electron state which is taken 

orthogonal to all core states of the scatterer. 

The core states ~ (~) of the scatterer are given a 
with expressions similar to eqn(9) and were 

12 
obtained from the solution of The free atom. 

Thus our final state I f> is 

I f  > = ,1 i %.~ e - ~ X=~ (~) (lO) 

where ~ £s the vo£ume of the system ,a is a 

set of quan-c~mnumbers which describe the core 

s~tes ~ the coefficiBnts ye are obtained 

from ~he .~ement <f[ ~ > =0. 

The ana!y%/c form of the initial and final 

states employed in .t~is work= allows to calcu- 

late the transition probability amplitude<flV'li ~ 

mostly analytica!ly with a result of limited 

numerical errors. Also the use of exact Hartree- 

-Fock initial states will result not only in 

estimations which allow better comparison with 

experiment but also in conclusions about the 

effect of The initial states on the X-ray Ra- 

man spectra. 

Finally, in,order to describe the polycrys- 

talline limit, we firstly find the transition 
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probability amplitude and then we average this 

over all possible final states. This averaging 

procedu~'e, averages over all possible directions 

of the wave vector ~ of scattered electron while 

its magnitude is assumed constant and equal to 

the Fermi wavevector k F. For comparison the 

other averaging scheme was also employed. In 

other words the angle between the vectors ~ and 

waa averaged firstly, and then the probability 

a~plitude was calculated. 

According to the previous paragraph we cal- 

culated the square , R, of the transition proba- 

bility amplitude for X-ray Raman transitions in 

Be polycrystals. X-rays of frequency m=218.6 au 

were used and the obtained Raman spectra R=f(%), 

in the two averaging schemes are presented in 

Fig.l. As it is seen from Fig.l the two averaging 

schemes exhibit similar trends: Both profiles 

become zero for zero momentum transfer or zero 

scattering angle. However both profiles decline 

appreciably f-r~m the linear profile of the dipole 

appro~iion. It is only in the region of 

scattering angles between 45o-90 ° where our pro- 

files exhibit a linear behaviour. This linear 

3 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

sin 2 (~-) 

Fig .  1 Angular dependence of the X-ray Raman 
s c a t t e r i n g  i n t e n s i t y  from p o l y c r y s t a l s  in  a 
calculation which takes the electromagnetic 
interaction completely into account. The full 
curve ~orresponds to the case where the polycry- 
stalline limit is taken by averaging the 
transition probability amplitude over all final 
electron states. The straight line is the 
corresponding result expected by treating the 
electromagnetfc interaction in the dipole 
approximation. The dashed curve corresponds 
to the case where the direction of the wave 
vector of the final state of the electrons 
is averaged firstly and then the transition 
probability amplitude is calculated. 
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part however does not pass through the origin 

as it wou/d have been expected according to 

recent experimental information I0. But it should 

be emphasized that data of X-Ray Raman spectra 

for scattering angles <30 ° are very rare (to 

our knowledge) and therefore the validity of 

the dipole approximation could be questioned for 

small scattering angles. 

It is clear from Fig.l that the effect of 

the complete incorporation of the electromagnetic 

interaction in deriving the transition probability 

of the X-Ray Raman scattering as compared to the 

results in the dipole approximation, is that the 

Ra~an scattering intensity appears lower for small 

scattering angles and enhanced for higher angles. 
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Thus the present results are closer to the finding~ 

of MO as well as to the experimental data. On the 

other h~n~ Babuskin's results may be applicable 

in cases where the scatterer is a perfect crystal 

whereas in cases of polycrystalline scatterers 

it has been shown that his results are dependent 

on the way the polycrustalline limit is incorpo- 

rated. In concluding it should he emphasized how 

important is the averaging procedure over final 

states or in other words the way the polycry- 

stalline limit is achieved. As our initial sta- 

tes do not exhibit any significant sensitivity 

with respect to the averaging schemes employed, 

they appear more efficient than the hydrogenic 

type of solutions employed so far. 
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